Brazil non-standard commodity codes
as of February 11 2010

Brazil records the onboard consumption (bunkers, stores, fuel and other goods), jewelry products, etc., identifies the goods to the detail maximum possible, as below, with 8 digits of its national commodity codes.
Comtrade maps the following non-standard commodity codes at two digit level:

99910000 - POSTAL ORDERS --> 99CF
99920000 - EXHIBITIONS --> 99CF
99970000 - DONATED GOODS (HUMANITARY AND OTHERS DONATIONS) --> 99CF
99980101 - ONBOARD CONSUMPTION - FUELS AND OIL FOR VESSEL --> 27CF
99980102 - ONBOARD CONSUMPTION - FUELS AND OIL FOR AIRCRAFT --> 27CF
99980201 - ONBOARD CONSUMPTION OTHERS GOODS FOR VESSEL --> 99CF
99980202 - ONBOARD CONSUMPTION OTHERS GOODS FOR AIRCRAFT --> 99CF
99997101 - GROSS OF STONES IN CHAPTER 71 OF NCM --> 71CF
99997102 - CUT STONES OR WORKED TO CHAPTER 71 OF NCM --> 71CF
99997103 - GOLD JEWELLERY OF CHAPTER 71 OF NCM --> 71CF
99997104 - OTHER ARTICLES OF CHAPTER 71 OF NCM --> 71CF